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Yeah, reviewing a book olap intelligence xi r2 users guide could build up your close links listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, capability does not suggest that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as skillfully as harmony even more than supplementary will offer each success. adjacent to, the pronouncement as competently as sharpness of this
olap intelligence xi r2 users guide can be taken as competently as picked to act.

Crystal Reports XI Official Guide-Neil Fitzgerald 2006-11-01 The authorized guide to the latest edition of the #1 business intelligence software product - Crystal
Reports. More than 16 million licenses of Crystal Reports have been shipped to date. This book is a reference designed to provide hands-on guidance for the
latest release of the product suite. The latest version of Crystal Reports and the Business Objects enterprise reporting suite delivers vast product enhancements
and a tighter integration that will drive upgrades from licensees. Brand new features (e.g. Dynamic and Cascading Parameter Generation) will also appeal to
new audiences. Over 1 million new Business Intelligence licensees will be migrating to the Crystal Enterprise Reporting platform, as this is the first release of
the software with the existing Business Objects (BO) products being integrated into the Crystal infrastructure. As Business Objects insiders, the authors bring
unique and valuable real-world perspectives on implementations and uses of the Crystal Reports product. The book also includes content, tutorials and samples
for reporting within the Microsoft Visual Studio.NET and J2EE development environments and also on top of the SAP Business Information Warehouse (BW) and
the Peoplesoft platform. Advanced content on report distribution and integration into the secured managed reporting solution known as Business Objects
Enterprise XI, is also now included in this definitive user guide with coverage on the new Web Services SDK.
Frontiers in Enterprise Integration-Li D. Xu 2020-10-29 Enterprise Information Systems (EIS) integrate and support business processes across functional
boundaries in a supply chain environment, and have become increasingly popular over the last 15 years. In recent years, more and more enterprises world-wide
have adopted EIS such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) for running their businesses. Previously, information systems such as CAD, CAM, MRPII and
CRM were widely used for partial functional integration within a business organization. With global operation, global supply chain, and fierce competition in
place, there is a need for suitable EIS such as ERP, E-Business or E-Commerce systems to integrate extended enterprises in a supply chain environment with
the objective of achieving efficiency, competency, and competitiveness. As a result, there is a growing demand for researching EIS to provide insights into
challenges, issues, and solutions related to the design, implementation and management of EIS. The papers in Advances in Enterprise Information Systems
were selected from two premier international conferences: the International Forum of Information Systems Frontiers—Xian International Symposium (IFISF),
June 29-30, 2006, Xian, China and the IFIP TC 8.9 International Conference on Research and Practical Issues of Enterprise Information Systems (Confenis
2007), October 14-16, Beijing, China. Both events provided an excellent opportunity for EIS academicians and practitioners in the world to gather and exchange
ideas, and present original research in their fields. Advances in Enterprise Information Systems will be invaluable to scientists, researchers and professionals in
EIS.
BusinessObjects XI (Release 2): The Complete Reference-Cindi Howson 2005-09-05 This book is a must read for anyone deploying BusinessObjects. It covers
everything from planning your upgrade to the latest release, to best practices in universe design, and powerful report creation that maximizes business insight.
This book covers the most frequently used features for the full BI suite, in one comprehensive book. There's in depth coverage of Designer, security via the
Central Management Console, InfoView, Web Intelligence, and Desktop Intelligence. It goes beyond step-by-step instructions to cover how and why in a
business context. Transition notes are interspersed for version 5 and 6 customers to understand the biggest changes in XI Release 2. If you drive BI
requirements in your company or are a data warehouse program manager, Business Objects administrator, report author or consumer, this book is for you.
SAP BusinessObjects BI Security-Christian Ah-Soon 2012-11 Keep your system secure by mastering functional and data security Understand how to define a
rights model and secure universes Configure authentication with external systems such as SAP NetWeaver BW, LDAP, and Active Directory Up to date for
release 4.0 Don't talk to strangers--if only data security policies were this easy. Learn to keep your SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence data truly safe
from unauthorized actions with this comprehensive guide. Begin with security basics and work your way to advanced concepts; along the way, you'll explore
functional and data security, define a rights model, and secure data sources and universes. Step-by-step instructions ensure that you can implement important
security techniques in your administration and design work. This book puts the master key to data security in your hands. Best Practices Unveiled Implement a
security system that is easy to understand, use, and enhance by using basic workflows. Rights Framework Put the rights framework to work for you using group
and folder inheritance and custom access levels.Specific Rights Explore the specific rights of system and content objects stored in the CMS repository, as well
as BI 4.0 suite applications. Universe Security Compare security features of universes created with Universe Design Tool side by side with its successor,
Information Design Tool. SAP NetWeaver BW, LDAP, and Active Directory Learn how to secure your SAP BusinessObjects BI 4.0 system using external
authentication systems and data sources.
BusinessObjects XI Release 2 For Dummies-Derek Torres 2011-02-04 BusinessObjects may seem like a dauntingly complex topic, but BusinessObjects XI
Release 2 For Dummies makes is a snap. Even if you're new to business intelligence tools, this user-friendly guide makes it easy to access, format and share
data, analyze the information this data contains, and measure your organization’s performance. In no time, you'll be finding your way around Universes to see
how everything is shaping up, viewing and creating reports, building powerful queries on your organizations database, and measuring your company's
performance using BusinessObjects XI Release 2. This completely jargon-free handbook will put you in complete control of the ways and means of a truly
exciting and powerful suite of business intelligence tools. Discover how to: Make business decisions with help from BusinessObjects Use BusinessObjects XI
wizards Perform a server installation Create and define a Universe Set up desktop reporting Customize and use InfoView Measure performance with Dashboard
and Analytics Take advantage of data marts and understand how they fit into your BusinessObjects system Created by a team with more than 15 years
combined experience working with BusinessObjects tools, BusinessObjects XI Release 2 For Dummies comes complete with several short lists of useful
information, including tips on how to prepare for a successful BusinessObjects integration and helpful resources beyond the pages of this book. You'll also find
an overview of Crystal Reports, BusinessObjects’ companion reporting tool.
Progressive Methods in Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence: Concepts and Competitive Analytics-Taniar, David 2009-02-28 Provides developments and
research, as well as current innovative activities in data warehousing and mining, focusing on the intersection of data warehousing and business intelligence.
BusinessObjects XI (Release 2) Desktop Intelligence-Thierry Petibon 2006-11-06 Cet ouvrage s'adresse à tout utilisateur (collaborateur ou décideur), sans
connaissances informatiques particulières, appelé à travailler avec BusinessObjects Desktop Intelligence (version XI R2) pour interroger les données de
l'entreprise et produire des rapports fiables et pertinents. Vous apprendrez à maîtriser les différentes fonctionnalités de BusinessObjects Desktop Intelligence
(DI) qui permettent de construire des documents de qualité : création de requêtes, mise en forme de rapports (sections, ruptures, filtres, etc.) analyse des
données (exploration ascendante, descendante, etc.), création de graphiques... Pour vous aider dans votre apprentissage, vous suivrez de nombreux exemples
adaptés à des problématiques courantes. Lorsque vous posséderez une expérience significative sur le produit, vous pourrez évoluer vers des techniques
permettant de répondre à des besoins plus complexes d'analyse ou de mise en forme : rapports interactifs avec la nation d'invite, requêtes avancées, utilisation
de fichiers de données personnels, utilisation de sources de donnée XML, liaison entre sources de données, insertion de calculs dans un document,
regroupement de valeurs, etc.
Business Intelligence in Microsoft SharePoint 2013-Norm Warren 2013-05-15 Dive into the business intelligence features in SharePoint 2013—and use the right
combination of tools to deliver compelling solutions. Take control of business intelligence (BI) with the tools offered by SharePoint 2013 and Microsoft SQL
Server 2012. Led by a group of BI and SharePoint experts, you’ll get step-by-step instructions for understanding how to use these technologies best in specific
BI scenarios—whether you’re a SharePoint administrator, SQL Server developer, or business analyst. Discover how to: Manage the entire BI lifecycle, from
determining key performance indicators to building dashboards Use web-based Microsoft Excel services and publish workbooks on a SharePoint Server Mash
up data from multiple sources and create Data Analysis Expressions (DAX) using PowerPivot Create data-driven diagrams that provide interactive processes and
context with Microsoft Visio Services Use dashboards, scorecards, reports, and key performance indicators to monitor and analyze your business Use
SharePoint to view BI reports side by side, no matter which tools were used to produced them
SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards 4.1 Cookbook-David Lai 2015-03-30 If you are a developer with a good command and knowledge of creating dashboards, but
are not yet an advanced user of SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards, then this is the perfect book for you. Prerequisites include a good working knowledge of
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Microsoft Excel as well as knowledge of basic dashboard practices.
Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques-Jiawei Han 2011-06-09 Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques provides the concepts and techniques in processing
gathered data or information, which will be used in various applications. Specifically, it explains data mining and the tools used in discovering knowledge from
the collected data. This book is referred as the knowledge discovery from data (KDD). It focuses on the feasibility, usefulness, effectiveness, and scalability of
techniques of large data sets. After describing data mining, this edition explains the methods of knowing, preprocessing, processing, and warehousing data. It
then presents information about data warehouses, online analytical processing (OLAP), and data cube technology. Then, the methods involved in mining
frequent patterns, associations, and correlations for large data sets are described. The book details the methods for data classification and introduces the
concepts and methods for data clustering. The remaining chapters discuss the outlier detection and the trends, applications, and research frontiers in data
mining. This book is intended for Computer Science students, application developers, business professionals, and researchers who seek information on data
mining. Presents dozens of algorithms and implementation examples, all in pseudo-code and suitable for use in real-world, large-scale data mining projects
Addresses advanced topics such as mining object-relational databases, spatial databases, multimedia databases, time-series databases, text databases, the
World Wide Web, and applications in several fields Provides a comprehensive, practical look at the concepts and techniques you need to get the most out of
your data
Customer Relationship Management using Business Intelligence-Graham Sturdy 2012-11-15 This is an important text for all students and practitioners of
Business Intelligence (BI) and Customer Relationship Management (CRM). It provides a comprehensive resource for understanding and implementing
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and BI solutions within the organisational context. It provides an in-depth coverage of all key areas relating to the
implementation of ERP and BI systems. It provides unique practical guidance on implementing ERP and BI strategies as formulated by the author and a range
of academic practitioners and industry experts. Importantly, it demonstrates how these systems can be implemented in a real-world environment and in a way
that provides strategic alignment that is compatible with the strategic vision of the organisation. The author presents a “BI Psychology Adoption Model” which
represents new and innovative thinking in relation to how employees within organisations react to the introduction of new technology within the workplace.
IBM DB2 Web Query for i: The Nuts and Bolts-Hernando Bedoya 2017-05-11 Business Intelligence (BI) is a broad term that relates to applications that analyze
data to understand and act on the key metrics that drive profitability in an enterprise. Key to analyzing that data is providing fast, easy access to it while
delivering it in formats or tools that best fit the needs of the user. At the core of any BI solution are user query and reporting tools that provide intuitive access
to data supporting a spectrum of users from executives to "power users," from spreadsheet aficionados to the external Internet consumer. IBM® DB2® Web
Query for i offers a set of modernized tools for a more robust, extensible, and productive reporting solution than the popular IBM Query for System i® tool (also
known as IBM Query/400). IBM DB2 Web Query for i preserves investments in the reports that are developed with Query/400 by offering a choice of importing
definitions into the new technology or continuing to run existing Query/400 reports as is. But, it also offers significant productivity and performance
enhancements by leveraging the latest in DB2 for i query optimization technology. The DB2 Web Query for i product is a web-based query and report writing
product that offers enhanced capabilities over the IBM Query for iSeries product (also commonly known as Query/400). IBM DB2 Web Query for i includes
Query for iSeries technology to assist customers in their transition to DB2 Web Query. It offers a more modernized, Java based solution for a more robust,
extensible, and productive reporting solution. DB2 Web Query provides the ability to query or build reports against data that is stored in DB2 for i (or Microsoft
SQL Server) databases through browser-based user interface technologies: Build reports with ease through the web-based, ribbon-like InfoAssist tool that
leverages a common look and feel that can extend the number of personnel that can generate their own reports. Simplify the management of reports by
significantly reducing the number of report definitions that are required through the use of parameter driven reports. Deliver data to users in many different
formats, including directly into spreadsheets, or in boardroom-quality PDF format, or viewed from the browser in HTML. Leverage advanced reporting
functions, such as matrix reporting, ranking, color coding, drill-down, and font customization to enhance the visualization of DB2 data. DB2 Web Query offers
features to import Query/400 definitions and enhance their look and functions. By using it, you can add OLAP-like slicing and dicing to the reports or view
reports in disconnected mode for users on the go. This IBM Redbooks® publication provides a broad understanding of what can be done with the DB2 Web
Query product. This publication is a companion of DB2 Web Query Tutorials, SG24-8378, which has a group of self-explanatory tutorials to help you get up to
speed quickly.
Implementing SAP HANA-Jonathan Haun 2015-03
Applied Microsoft Business Intelligence-Patrick LeBlanc 2015-05-06 Leverage the integration of SQL Server and Office for moreeffective BI Applied Microsoft
Business Intelligence shows you how toleverage the complete set of Microsoft tools—includingMicrosoft Office and SQL Server—to better analyze businessdata.
This book provides best practices for building complete BIsolutions using the full Microsoft toolset. You will learn how toeffectively use SQL Server Analysis and
Reporting Services, alongwith Excel, SharePoint, and other tools to provide effective andcohesive solutions for the enterprise. Coverage includes
BIarchitecture, data queries, semantic models, multidimensionalmodeling, data analysis and visualization, performance monitoring,data mining, and more, to
help you learn to perform practicalbusiness analysis and reporting. Written by an author team thatincludes a key member of the BI product team at Microsoft,
thisuseful reference provides expert instruction for more effective useof the Microsoft BI toolset. Use Microsoft BI suite cohesively for more effective
enterprisesolutions Search, analyze, and visualize data more efficiently andcompletely Develop flexible and scalable tabular and multidimensionalmodels
Monitor performance, build a BI portal, and deploy and managethe BI Solution
Business Intelligence-Carlo Vercellis 2011-08-10 Business intelligence is a broad category of applications and technologies for gathering, providing access to,
and analyzing data for the purpose of helping enterprise users make better business decisions. The term implies having a comprehensive knowledge of all
factors that affect a business, such as customers, competitors, business partners, economic environment, and internal operations, therefore enabling optimal
decisions to be made. Business Intelligence provides readers with an introduction and practical guide to the mathematical models and analysis methodologies
vital to business intelligence. This book: Combines detailed coverage with a practical guide to the mathematical models and analysis methodologies of business
intelligence. Covers all the hot topics such as data warehousing, data mining and its applications, machine learning, classification, supply optimization models,
decision support systems, and analytical methods for performance evaluation. Is made accessible to readers through the careful definition and introduction of
each concept, followed by the extensive use of examples and numerous real-life case studies. Explains how to utilise mathematical models and analysis models
to make effective and good quality business decisions. This book is aimed at postgraduate students following data analysis and data mining courses.
Researchers looking for a systematic and broad coverage of topics in operations research and mathematical models for decision-making will find this an
invaluable guide.
SAS 9.3 Intelligence Platform-SAS Institute 2012-08-28 Covers administrative tasks that apply to the SAS Intelligence Platform as a whole, including starting
and stopping servers, monitoring servers, setting server logging options, performing backups, administering the SAS Metadata Server, administering metadata
repositories, and promoting business intelligence metadata and content. This title is also available online.SAS Products and Releases: SAS BI Server: 9.3 SAS
Data Integration Server: 9.3 SAS Enterprise BI Server: 9.3 SAS Enterprise Data Integration Server: 9.3 SAS Metadata Server: 9.3 Operating Systems: All
Universe Design with SAP BusinessObjects BI-Christian Ah-Soon 2013-11-01 * Everything you need to know about the new Information Design Tool and UNX
universes * Explore step-by-step universe design, from connecting to different data sources, to creating data foundations, to building business layers * Compare
and convert UNV to UNX universes Bend the cosmos to your will! For SAP data and non-SAP data alike, this comprehensive resource spans universe creation to
universe publication. Learn to build single- and multisource data foundations and business layers and to convert UNV to UNX using the new Information Design
Tool. Using step-by-step instructions and guiding screenshots, explore the important Information Design Tool features and functionalities that will put
intelligent design within your grasp. Information Design Tool Explore its interface and find tips to design and manage universes that fit your needs. Not Just
Semantics Begin with a conversation on the fundamental role of the semantic layer and then move into the pillars of universe design: the data foundation and
the business layer.Connecting to any Data Source and to SAP Systems Connect to any relational data source or OLAP cube with your universe, and make sure
you're using the right parameters and access methods to retrieve enterprise data from SAP systems. Publishing and Sharing Universes Learn how to make
universes available for consumption by SAP BusinessObjects BI tools and for collaboration with other designers. Comparing the Old with the New Differentiate
between universes created with the Universe Design Tool and Information Design Tool, and learn how to convert UNV to UNX.
Recommender Systems Handbook-Francesco Ricci 2015-11-17 This second edition of a well-received text, with 20 new chapters, presents a coherent and
unified repository of recommender systems’ major concepts, theories, methodologies, trends, and challenges. A variety of real-world applications and detailed
case studies are included. In addition to wholesale revision of the existing chapters, this edition includes new topics including: decision making and
recommender systems, reciprocal recommender systems, recommender systems in social networks, mobile recommender systems, explanations for
recommender systems, music recommender systems, cross-domain recommendations, privacy in recommender systems, and semantic-based recommender
systems. This multi-disciplinary handbook involves world-wide experts from diverse fields such as artificial intelligence, human-computer interaction,
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information retrieval, data mining, mathematics, statistics, adaptive user interfaces, decision support systems, psychology, marketing, and consumer behavior.
Theoreticians and practitioners from these fields will find this reference to be an invaluable source of ideas, methods and techniques for developing more
efficient, cost-effective and accurate recommender systems.
IBM Cognos Business Intelligence 10: The Official Guide-Dan Volitich 2012-04-27 The only authorized guide to IBM Cognos Business Intelligence v10.1 Updated
for the latest release of the software, IBM Cognos Business Intelligence 10: The Official Guide explains how to create, implement, and manage an enterprise BI
solution. Maximize all of the new and enhanced features, including the powerful modeling, monitoring, and analytics capabilities. Build and deliver reports that
foster informed business decisions and better results. Filled with real-world examples and expert advice, this practical resource is ideal for anyone working with
IBM Cognos Business Intelligence v10.1--from administrators to end users. Monitor performance using dashboards and scorecards Assign user roles and
privileges Provide a single access point to application-specific data via Cognos Connection Access content from Microsoft Office applications and mobile devices
Collect and analyze BI data in an interactive dashboard with Cognos Business Insight Use Cognos Administration tools for system management Implement
appropriate security measures Create BI reports with relational and dimensional data using Business Insight Advanced Use Report Studio to build dimensional
reports and statistical analyses Identify and deliver mission-critical information using Event Studio Monitor business performance with Metric Studio Create,
modify, organize, and publish a model in Framework Manager Ensure report integrity with Lifecycle Manager
Fundamentals of Business Intelligence-Wilfried Grossmann 2015-06-02 This book presents a comprehensive and systematic introduction to transforming
process-oriented data into information about the underlying business process, which is essential for all kinds of decision-making. To that end, the authors
develop step-by-step models and analytical tools for obtaining high-quality data structured in such a way that complex analytical tools can be applied. The main
emphasis is on process mining and data mining techniques and the combination of these methods for process-oriented data. After a general introduction to the
business intelligence (BI) process and its constituent tasks in chapter 1, chapter 2 discusses different approaches to modeling in BI applications. Chapter 3 is an
overview and provides details of data provisioning, including a section on big data. Chapter 4 tackles data description, visualization, and reporting. Chapter 5
introduces data mining techniques for cross-sectional data. Different techniques for the analysis of temporal data are then detailed in Chapter 6. Subsequently,
chapter 7 explains techniques for the analysis of process data, followed by the introduction of analysis techniques for multiple BI perspectives in chapter 8. The
book closes with a summary and discussion in chapter 9. Throughout the book, (mostly open source) tools are recommended, described and applied; a more
detailed survey on tools can be found in the appendix, and a detailed code for the solutions together with instructions on how to install the software used can be
found on the accompanying website. Also, all concepts presented are illustrated and selected examples and exercises are provided. The book is suitable for
graduate students in computer science, and the dedicated website with examples and solutions makes the book ideal as a textbook for a first course in business
intelligence in computer science or business information systems. Additionally, practitioners and industrial developers who are interested in the concepts
behind business intelligence will benefit from the clear explanations and many examples.
Business Intelligence and Data Mining-Anil Maheshwari 2014-12-31 “This book is a splendid and valuable addition to this subject. The whole book is well
written and I have no hesitation to recommend that this can be adapted as a textbook for graduate courses in Business Intelligence and Data Mining.” Dr. Edi
Shivaji, Des Moines, Iowa “As a complete novice to this area just starting out on a MBA course I found the book incredibly useful and very easy to follow and
understand. The concepts are clearly explained and make it an easy task to gain an understanding of the subject matter.” -- Mr. Craig Domoney, South Africa.
Business Intelligence and Data Mining is a conversational and informative book in the exploding area of Business Analytics. Using this book, one can easily gain
the intuition about the area, along with a solid toolset of major data mining techniques and platforms. This book can thus be gainfully used as a textbook for a
college course. It is also short and accessible enough for a busy executive to become a quasi-expert in this area in a couple of hours. Every chapter begins with
a case-let from the real world, and ends with a case study that runs across the chapters.
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Integration Services-Wee-Hyong Tok 2012-09-15 Build and manage data integration solutions with expert guidance from the
Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) team. See best practices in action and dive deep into the SSIS engine, SSISDB catalog, and security features.
Using the developer enhancements in SQL Server 2012 and the flexible SSIS toolset, you’ll handle complex data integration scenarios more efficiently—and
acquire the skills you need to build comprehensive solutions. Discover how to: Use SSIS to extract, transform, and load data from multiple data sources Apply
best practices to optimize package and project configuration and deployment Manage security settings in the SSISDB catalog and control package access Work
with SSIS data quality features to profile, cleanse, and increase reliability Monitor, troubleshoot, and tune SSIS solutions with advanced features such as
detailed views and data taps Load data incrementally to capture an easily consumable stream of insert, update, and delete activity
Power Pivot and Power BI-Rob Collie 2015-12-01 Microsoft PowerPivot is a free add-on to Excel from Microsoft that allows users to produce new kinds of
reports and analyses that were simply impossible before, and this book is the first to tackle DAX formulas, the core capability of PowerPivot, from the
perspective of the Excel audience. Written by the world's foremost PowerPivot blogger and practitioner, the book's concepts and approach are introduced in a
simple, step-by-step manner tailored to the learning style of Excel users everywhere. The techniques presented allow users to produce, in hours or even
minutes, results that formerly would have taken entire teams weeks or months to produce. It includes lessons on the difference between calculated columns and
measures; how formulas can be reused across reports of completely different shapes; how to merge disjointed sets of data into unified reports; how to make
certain columns in a pivot behave as if the pivot were filtered while other columns do not; and how to create time-intelligent calculations in pivot tables such as
"Year over Year" and "Moving Averages" whether they use a standard, fiscal, or a complete custom calendar. The "pattern-like" techniques and best practices
contained in this book have been developed and refined over two years of onsite training with Excel users around the world, and the key lessons from those
seminars costing thousands of dollars per day are now available to within the pages of this easy-to-follow guide. This updated second edition covers new
features introduced with Office 2015.
Microsoft Excel 2013-Alberto Ferrari 2013 Shows readers how to perform complex data analysis, create reports with the data analysis expressions language,
and add hierarchies to data models to enable faster browsing.
Developing Business Intelligence Apps for SharePoint-David Feldman 2013-07-02 Create dynamic business intelligence (BI) solutions for SharePoint faster and
with more capabilities than previously possible. With this book, you’ll learn the entire process—from high-level concepts to development and deployment—for
building data-rich BI applications with Visual Studio LightSwitch, SQL Server 2012, and a host of related Microsoft technologies. You’ll learn practical
techniques and patterns necessary to use all of these technologies together as you build an example application through the course of the book, step by step.
Discover how to solve real problems, using BI solutions that will evolve to meet future needs. Learn the fundamentals of SharePoint, LightSwitch, and SQL
Server 2012 Get a solid grounding in BI application basics and database design principles Use LightSwitch to build a help desk app, including data model
design and SharePoint data integration Build a tabular cube with Microsoft’s Business Intelligence Semantic Model (BISM) Dive into the data visualization
stack, including Excel and SQL Server Reporting Services Create reports with Excel Services, Report Builder, and PowerView Use tips and tricks for setting up
your BI application development environment
Creating Universes with SAP BusinessObjects-Taha M. Mahmoud 2014-09-25 This book is aimed at both new developers as well as experienced developers. If
you are a new SAP BusinessObjects Universe developer who is looking for a step-by-step guide supported with real-life examples and illustrated diagrams, then
this book is for you. If you are a seasoned BusinessObjects Universe developer who is looking for a fast way to map your old experience in Universe designer to
the newer Information Design Tool, then this book is for you as well.
Data Warehousing in the Age of Big Data-Krish Krishnan 2013-05-02 Data Warehousing in the Age of the Big Data will help you and your organization make the
most of unstructured data with your existing data warehouse. As Big Data continues to revolutionize how we use data, it doesn't have to create more confusion.
Expert author Krish Krishnan helps you make sense of how Big Data fits into the world of data warehousing in clear and concise detail. The book is presented in
three distinct parts. Part 1 discusses Big Data, its technologies and use cases from early adopters. Part 2 addresses data warehousing, its shortcomings, and
new architecture options, workloads, and integration techniques for Big Data and the data warehouse. Part 3 deals with data governance, data visualization,
information life-cycle management, data scientists, and implementing a Big Data–ready data warehouse. Extensive appendixes include case studies from vendor
implementations and a special segment on how we can build a healthcare information factory. Ultimately, this book will help you navigate through the complex
layers of Big Data and data warehousing while providing you information on how to effectively think about using all these technologies and the architectures to
design the next-generation data warehouse. Learn how to leverage Big Data by effectively integrating it into your data warehouse. Includes real-world examples
and use cases that clearly demonstrate Hadoop, NoSQL, HBASE, Hive, and other Big Data technologies Understand how to optimize and tune your current data
warehouse infrastructure and integrate newer infrastructure matching data processing workloads and requirements
Building a Data Warehouse-Vincent Rainardi 2008-03-11 Here is the ideal field guide for data warehousing implementation. This book first teaches you how to
build a data warehouse, including defining the architecture, understanding the methodology, gathering the requirements, designing the data models, and
creating the databases. Coverage then explains how to populate the data warehouse and explores how to present data to users using reports and
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multidimensional databases and how to use the data in the data warehouse for business intelligence, customer relationship management, and other purposes. It
also details testing and how to administer data warehouse operation.
Big Data Imperatives-Soumendra Mohanty 2013-08-23 Big Data Imperatives, focuses on resolving the key questions on everyone’s mind: Which data matters?
Do you have enough data volume to justify the usage? How you want to process this amount of data? How long do you really need to keep it active for your
analysis, marketing, and BI applications? Big data is emerging from the realm of one-off projects to mainstream business adoption; however, the real value of
big data is not in the overwhelming size of it, but more in its effective use. This book addresses the following big data characteristics: Very large, distributed
aggregations of loosely structured data – often incomplete and inaccessible Petabytes/Exabytes of data Millions/billions of people providing/contributing to the
context behind the data Flat schema's with few complex interrelationships Involves time-stamped events Made up of incomplete data Includes connections
between data elements that must be probabilistically inferred Big Data Imperatives explains 'what big data can do'. It can batch process millions and billions of
records both unstructured and structured much faster and cheaper. Big data analytics provide a platform to merge all analysis which enables data analysis to
be more accurate, well-rounded, reliable and focused on a specific business capability. Big Data Imperatives describes the complementary nature of traditional
data warehouses and big-data analytics platforms and how they feed each other. This book aims to bring the big data and analytics realms together with a
greater focus on architectures that leverage the scale and power of big data and the ability to integrate and apply analytics principles to data which earlier was
not accessible. This book can also be used as a handbook for practitioners; helping them on methodology,technical architecture, analytics techniques and best
practices. At the same time, this book intends to hold the interest of those new to big data and analytics by giving them a deep insight into the realm of big data.
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services Step by Step-Stacia Misner 2009-02-25 Teach yourself how to build, manage, and access SQL Server 2008
reports—one step at a time. Whether you’re a report developer, IT administrator, or business user, this sequential, learn-by-doing tutorial shows you how to
deliver the business intelligence information your organization needs. Discover how to: Install and configure Reporting Services Put Report Builder and Report
Designer tools to work Create interactive, online reports that enable users to sort and filter data Add charts and gauges to present data visually Deploy reports
to Microsoft Office SharePoint Server Monitor server performance and help secure content Use subscriptions to distribute reports via e-mail Build ad hoc
reports and extend them with custom code CD features: Practice exercises and code samples Fully searchable eBook For customers who purchase an ebook
version of this title, instructions for downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.
Artificial Intelligence Methods in Intelligent Algorithms-Radek Silhavy 2019-05-04 This book discusses the current trends in and applications of artificial
intelligence research in intelligent systems. Including the proceedings of the Artificial Intelligence Methods in Intelligent Algorithms Section of the 8th
Computer Science On-line Conference 2019 (CSOC 2019), held in April 2019, it features papers on neural networks algorithms, optimisation algorithms and
real-world issues related to the application of artificial methods.
Data Mining with Rattle and R-Graham Williams 2011-08-04 Data mining is the art and science of intelligent data analysis. By building knowledge from
information, data mining adds considerable value to the ever increasing stores of electronic data that abound today. In performing data mining many decisions
need to be made regarding the choice of methodology, the choice of data, the choice of tools, and the choice of algorithms. Throughout this book the reader is
introduced to the basic concepts and some of the more popular algorithms of data mining. With a focus on the hands-on end-to-end process for data mining,
Williams guides the reader through various capabilities of the easy to use, free, and open source Rattle Data Mining Software built on the sophisticated R
Statistical Software. The focus on doing data mining rather than just reading about data mining is refreshing. The book covers data understanding, data
preparation, data refinement, model building, model evaluation, and practical deployment. The reader will learn to rapidly deliver a data mining project using
software easily installed for free from the Internet. Coupling Rattle with R delivers a very sophisticated data mining environment with all the power, and more,
of the many commercial offerings.
Business Intelligence Techniques-Murugan Anandarajan 2012-11-02 Modern businesses generate huge volumes of accounting data on a daily basis. The recent
advancements in information technology have given organizations the ability to capture and store data in an efficient and effective manner. However, there is a
widening gap between this data storage and usage of the data. Business intelligence techniques can help an organization obtain and process relevant
accounting data quickly and cost efficiently. Such techniques include: query and reporting tools, online analytical processing (OLAP), statistical analysis, text
mining, data mining, and visualization. Business Intelligence Techniques is a compilation of chapters written by experts in the various areas. While these
chapters stand on their own, taken together they provide a comprehensive overview of how to exploit accounting data in the business environment.
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Step by Step-Mike Hotek 2008-11-12 Teach yourself SQL Server 2008—one step at a time. Get the practical guidance you need to
build database solutions that solve real-world business problems. Learn to integrate SQL Server data in your applications, write queries, develop reports, and
employ powerful business intelligence systems. Discover how to: Install and work with core components and tools Create tables and index structures
Manipulate and retrieve data Secure, manage, back up, and recover databases Apply tuning plus optimization techniques to generate high-performing database
applications Optimize availability through clustering, database mirroring, and log shipping Tap business intelligence tools—Reporting, Analysis, and Integration
Services CD features: Practice exercises and code samples Fully searchable eBook For customers who purchase an ebook version of this title, instructions for
downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.
Modern Multivariate Statistical Techniques-Alan J. Izenman 2009-03-02 This is the first book on multivariate analysis to look at large data sets which describes
the state of the art in analyzing such data. Material such as database management systems is included that has never appeared in statistics books before.
Big Data Analytics Made Easy-Y. Lakshmi Prasad 2016-12-14 Big Data Analytics Made Easy is a must-read for everybody as it explains the power of Analytics in
a simple and logical way along with an end to end code in R. Even if you are a novice in Big Data Analytics, you will still be able to understand the concepts
explained in this book. If you are already working in Analytics and dealing with Big Data, you will still find this book useful, as it covers exhaustive Data Mining
Techniques, which are considered to be Advanced topics. It covers Machine Learning concepts and provides in-depth knowledge on unsupervised as well as
supervised Learning, which is very important for decision-making. The toughest Data Analytics concepts are made simpler, It features examples from all the
domains so that the reader gets connected to the book easily. This book is like a personal trainer that will help you master the Art of Data Science.
Business Intelligence For Dummies-Swain Scheps 2011-02-04 You're intelligent, right? So you've already figured out that Business Intelligence can be pretty
valuable in making the right decisions about your business. But you’ve heard at least a dozen definitions of what it is, and heard of at least that many BI tools.
Where do you start? Business Intelligence For Dummies makes BI understandable! It takes you step by step through the technologies and the alphabet soup, so
you can choose the right technology and implement a successful BI environment. You'll see how the applications and technologies work together to access,
analyze, and present data that you can use to make better decisions about your products, customers, competitors, and more. You’ll find out how to: Understand
the principles and practical elements of BI Determine what your business needs Compare different approaches to BI Build a solid BI architecture and roadmap
Design, develop, and deploy your BI plan Relate BI to data warehousing, ERP, CRM, and e-commerce Analyze emerging trends and developing BI tools to see
what else may be useful Whether you’re the business owner or the person charged with developing and implementing a BI strategy, checking out Business
Intelligence For Dummies is a good business decision.
Solving Business Problems with Informix TimeSeries-Vaibhav S Dantale 2012-09-21 The world is becoming more and more instrumented, interconnected, and
intelligent in what IBM® terms a smarter planet, with more and more data being collected for analysis. In trade magazines, this trend is called big data. As part
of this trend, the following types of time-based information are collected: Large data centers support a corporation or provide cloud services. These data centers
need to collect temperature, humidity, and other types of information over time to optimize energy usage. Utility meters (referred to as smart meters) allow
utility companies to collect information over a wireless network and to collect more data than ever before. IBM Informix® TimeSeries is optimized for the
processing of time-based data and can provide the following benefits: Storage savings: Storage can be optimized when you know the characteristics of your
time-based data. Informix TimeSeries often uses one third of the storage space that is required by a standard relational database. Query performance: Informix
TimeSeries takes into consideration the type of data to optimize its organization on disk and eliminates the need for some large indexes and additional sorting.
For these reasons and more, some queries can easily have an order of magnitude performance improvement compared to standard relational. Simpler queries:
Informix TimeSeries includes a large set of specialized functions that allow you to better express the processing that you want to execute. It even provides a
toolkit so that you can add proprietary algoritms to the library. This IBM Redbooks® publication is for people who want to implement a solution that revolves
around time-based data. It gives you the information that you need to get started and be productive with Informix TimeSeries.
SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence-Jim Brogden 2014-08-01 A guide to SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence that can sharpen your data presentations.
From creating a report, to displaying data via charts, to sharing reports with others, it covers everything from the basics to the actionable details that inform
your work. It also includes expanded coverage of new topics like SAP HANA and mobility.
Fraud and Fraud Detection, + Website-Sunder Gee 2014-12-03 Detect fraud faster—no matter how well hidden—with IDEA automation Fraud and Fraud
Detection takes an advanced approach to fraud management, providing step-by-step guidance on automating detection and forensics using CaseWare's IDEA
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software. The book begins by reviewing the major types of fraud, then details the specific computerized tests that can detect them. Readers will learn to use
complex data analysis techniques, including automation scripts, allowing easier and more sensitive detection of anomalies that require further review. The
companion website provides access to a demo version of IDEA, along with sample scripts that allow readers to immediately test the procedures from the book.
Business systems' electronic databases have grown tremendously with the rise of big data, and will continue to increase at significant rates. Fraudulent
transactions are easily hidden in these enormous datasets, but Fraud and Fraud Detection helps readers gain the data analytics skills that can bring these
anomalies to light. Step-by-step instruction and practical advice provide the specific abilities that will enhance the audit and investigation process. Readers will
learn to: Understand the different areas of fraud and their specific detection methods Identify anomalies and risk areas using computerized techniques Develop
a step-by-step plan for detecting fraud through data analytics Utilize IDEA software to automate detection and identification procedures The delineation of
detection techniques for each type of fraud makes this book a must-have for students and new fraud prevention professionals, and the step-by-step guidance to
automation and complex analytics will prove useful for even experienced examiners. With datasets growing exponentially, increasing both the speed and
sensitivity of detection helps fraud professionals stay ahead of the game. Fraud and Fraud Detection is a guide to more efficient, more effective fraud
identification.
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